About the Symposium

Each spring, students of Rhode Island high school biology teachers participating in Project ARISE come together with Brown scientists and graduate students for poster presentations and discussions focused on the scientific research and discovery process.

Collaboration between scientists and communication to the public is an important part of the scientific process. The Nature of Discovery Symposium gives high school students first-hand experience in this important aspect of science.

Participating students have an opportunity to present their original ideas, including how they chose their experiments; how they determined what questions to pose; why they designed their experiments a certain way and how they chose to collect and analyze data.

Questions
Please direct all questions to: arise@brown.edu.

For information on abstract submissions, please see www.brown.edu/arise.

Directions
For directions, please visit: www.brown.edu/arise.

Project ARISE is a professional development program for Rhode Island high school biology teachers.

Pre-Registration is required - Register online at www.brown.edu/arise
Registrations will be accepted until May 9, 2013.